INTRODUCTION

Ž
. A group G is RF residually finite if for any nontrivial element g g G there exists a finite index subgroup S of G which does not contain g.
0
Ž
. A group G is LERF locally extended residually finite if for any finitely generated subgroup S of G and for any g f S there exists a finite index subgroup S of G which contains S but not g.
0
The separability properties of groups have been an object of study for a w x w x w x w x long time, see L-S , A-G , A-T , We for various results and additional references. RF and LERF groups have various interesting properties. For example, RF groups have a solvable word problem and LERF groups have a solvable generalised word problem, i.e., given a finite subset of the group there is an algorithm to find out if a given element belongs to the subgroup generated by that set. w x Fundamental groups of Haken 3-manifolds are RF, see He . If the fundamental group of a 3-manifold M is LERF, then for any surfacẽ subgroup K of the fundamental group of M there exist a finite cover M of M and an incompressible surface N embedded in M such that the w x fundamental group of N is K Scott1 . Recall that an irreducible orientable 3-manifold which has an embedded incompressible surface is called Haken. The fundamental groups of Seifert Fibered Spaces are w x LERF Scott2 , and there exist compact 3-manifolds with non-LERF w x fundamental groups B-K-S . It is unknown if the fundamental groups of hyperbolic 3-manifolds are LERF. If they are, then any hyperbolic manifold which has a surface subgroup in its fundamental group is virtually Haken, i.e., can be finitely covered by a Haken manifold.
The study of LERF groups was initiated by M. Hall who proved that free w x groups are LERF Hall . Then it was shown that a free product of two w x w x LERF groups is LERF Burns , Ro , a free product of two LERF groups w x amalgamated over a finite subgroup is LERF A-G , a free product of free w x groups with cyclic amalgamation is LERF B-B-S , a free product of w x surface groups with cyclic amalgamation is LERF Ni , and a free product w x of nilpotent groups amalgamated over a cyclic subgroup is LERF Tang . Alternative proofs of some of these results using graph-theoretical methw x ods are presented in this paper and in its sequel Gi2 . On the other hand, examples show that an amalgamated product of two LERF groups with w x w x w x cyclic amalgamation need not be LERF G-R1 , L-N , Ri .
The main result of his paper is the following:
THEOREM 4.4. If F is a free group, f g F is not a proper power, G is LERF, and g is of infinite order in G, then F ) G is LERF.
fsg w x The condition on f cannot be removed because, as shown in G-R1 , adjunction of roots need not preserve the property LERF.
Theorem 4.4 implies that a manifold constructed by glueing a Seifert fibered space and a handlebody along an incompressible boundary annulus has a LERF group, as long as the group of the annulus is a maximal cyclic subgroup of the handlebody group. Ä y1 4 Let X be a set, let X * s x, x N x g X , and for x g X define Ž y1 . y1 ² : x sx. Recall that the Cayley graph of the group G s X N R is an oriented graph whose set of vertices is G and the set of edges is G = X *, Ž . such that an edge g, x begins at the vertex g and ends at the vertex gx.
² : DEFINITION 0.1. Let S be a subgroup of G s X N R , and let GrS denote the set of right cosets of S in G. The relative Cayley graph of G with respect to S is an oriented graph whose vertices are the cosets GrS, Ž . Ž . the set of edges is GrS = X *, such that an edge Sg, x begins at the Ž . vertex Sg and ends at the vertex Sgx. We denote it Cayley G, S . The Ž . basepoint of Cayley G, S is S и 1. If we want to emphasise the basepoint, Ž . we use the notation Cayley G, S, S и 1 . Note that S acts on the Cayley Ž . graph of G by left multiplication, and Cayley G, S can be defined as the quotient of the Cayley graph of G by this action.
The definition implies that S has finite index in G if and only if the Ž . Ž w x. graph Cayley G, S has finitely many vertices. Theorem 1.1 cf. Scott1 reduces the question of existence of subgroups of finite index in G to the existence of graphs with certain properties. So we need to develop tools for construction and recognition of relative Cayley graphs. The motivation comes from the theory of covering spaces. ² : Let K be a 2-complex representing the group G s X N R . The 1-skele-< < ton of K is a wedge of X oriented labeled circles such that for any x g X < < there is a unique circle labeled with x. The 2-skeleton of K consists of R discs such that for any r g R there is a unique disc whose boundary represents the word r in the 1-skeleton of K. As we work with a fixed Ž . presentation of G, the complex K is also fixed. Then Cayley G, S is the 1-skeleton of the cover of the complex K corresponding to the subgroup S. Therefore we will call the relative Cayley graphs of G ''the covers of G.'' Such a cover is finite if and only if it has a finite number of vertices, which happens if and only if S has finite index in G. A graph with a labeling function is called a labeled graph.
Labeled graphs have an obvious projection map into the 1-skeleton of the complex K, so they can be viewed as a generalisation of relative Ž . Cayley graphs. Indeed, any subgraph of Cayley G, S is a labeled graph Ž . with the labeling function Lab S и g, x s x. Ž . and let ⌫ be a finite subgraph of Cayley A, S . Theorem 1.1 implies that A is LERF if for each such S and ⌫ there exists an embedding of ⌫ in a cover of A with finitely many vertices. We will attempt to construct such an embedding in two steps. Step 1. Try to embed ⌫ in a precover ⌫Ј of A with finitely many vertices.
We attempt to construct ⌫Ј as follows. Let ⌫ , 1 F i F n, be the set of i all monochromatic components of ⌫. If G and H are LERF, then for any 1 F i F n there exists an embedding f of ⌫ in a graph ⌫ X , which is a w x In the sequel to this paper Gi2 we examine separability properties of more general amalgamated free products. Similar methods are used in w x G-R2 to study the separability properties of double cosets in a free group. Ž . Proof. We prove part 2 of the theorem. The proof of the first part is similar. Assume G is LERF. Let S be a finitely generated subgroup of G, Ž . Ž . and let ⌫, S и 1 be a finite connected subgraph of Cayley G, S . For any Ž . g V ⌫ choose a path p in ⌫ which begins at S и 1 and ends at¨.
LABELED GRAPHS
² : THEOREM 1.1. Let G s X N R be a group.
Ž . 1 G is RF if and only if for any finite tree ⌫ which is a subgraph of the Cayley graph of G there exists a finite index subgroup S of G such that
Denote Lab p by g . Then g и g f S for i / j. As S is finitely gener-
ated and as G is LERF, there exists S -G such that S F S and
therefore is the required embedding,
proving one direction of the theorem. ² : To prove the other direction, let S s s ,иии, s be a finitely generated 
Ž . ⌫ is x-saturated at¨, if there exists e g E ⌫ with e s¨and Lab e s x. We say that ⌫ is X *-saturated if it is x-saturated for any x g X * at any
The following lemma gives a characterization of the subgraphs of the relative Cayley graphs. 
One direction of the lemma follows from the definition of the relative Cayley graph, and the other direction follows from the properties of the function listed in the Claim below. ² : Remark 1.6. Let F s X be a free group. Any graph labeled with X is F-based, hence it is a subgraph of some cover of F, and any X *-saturated graph labeled with X is a cover of F.
To illustrate applications of Lemma 1.5 we give a short proof of M. Hall's theorem. w x COROLLARY 1.7. Free groups are LERF Hall .
² :
Proof. Let F s X be a free group and let ⌫ be a finite graph labeled with X. We embed ⌫ in a cover of F with finitely many vertices as Ž . follows. For any vertex¨g V ⌫ and for any x g X the number of edges in ⌫ labeled with x which have an endpoint at¨is either 0, 1, or 2. In the last case we do nothing. In the first case we add a loop labeled with x to the vertex¨. In the second case we find the maximal path p in ⌫ which is labeled by a power of x and begins at¨. By assumption p is not a loop.
Ž . Ž . Ž . We add an edge e to ⌫ such that e s p and e s¨. If p is labeled by a positive power of x, we label e with x. If p is labeled by a negative power of x, we label e with x y1 . The resulting graph is labeled with X, it is X *-saturated, and it has finitely many vertices, hence Remark 1.6 Ž . implies that it is a cover of F, but then Theorem 1.1 restated implies that F is LERF.
Remark 1.8. The proof of Corollary 1.7 shows that any finite F-based graph ⌫ can be embedded into a cover of F without changing the set of ² :
is a finitely generated subgroup of F 1 m and f f S, there exists a finite index subgroup S in F which contains S, 0 < < < < < < but not f, and the index of S in F is less than s q иии q s q f . This reference to them, whenever it does not cause confusion.
² : Remark 2.1. Let G s X N R be a group, let ⌫ be a graph, and let
for any e g E ⌫ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Let e and e be distinct edges of ⌫ such that e s e and f e s Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . f e . Define ⌫ to be the graph with E ⌫ s E ⌫ re ; e and V ⌫ s foldings occur between distinct ⌫ X , it follows that ⌫ is embedded in ⌫Ј. If i ⌫Ј turns out to be A-based, which as Example 2.6 shows need not happen, then Lemma 1.5 asserts that ⌫Ј can be embedded in some cover of A.
To illustrate this idea we give short proofs of some old theorems about separability properties of free products. Note that if A s G) H is a free product, then any graph labeled with X j Y is A-based if and only if each G-component is G-based and each H-component is H-based. In particular, it is A-based if each monochromatic component is a cover. 
Ž .
Proof. Let p be a path in ⌫ with Lab p s 1. By Lemma 2.12 we may assume that p is in normal form. Then it follows from the Normal Form Theorem that n s 1 and p is monochromatic, hence p belongs to one monochromatic component of ⌫. Since all X-components of ⌫ are G-based and all Y-components of ⌫ are H-based, p is closed, therefore ⌫ is A-based.
EMBEDDING PRECOVERS IN COVERS
Ž . Remark 3.1. Let H be a residually torsion-free nilpotent group. Then for any nontrivial h in H and for any n g N there exists a finite index ² :
n n D EFINITION 3.2. Let G be a group, let ⌫ be a G-based graph, and let G be a subgroup of G. We say that the vertices¨and¨of ⌫ belong to 
² :
As ⌫ is a precover, it is compatible, so any g -orbit in ⌫ consists of vertices of the same type. For any vertex¨of the second type let n be thë ² : number of vertices in the g -orbit of¨in ⌫. The proof is by induction on Ž . the number n s n ⌫ which is the maximum of all n . Assume that ⌫ has ² : m different g -orbits, each containing n vertices of the second type. As mentioned in Remark 3.1, let H be a finite index normal subgroup of H n ² : ² n : ² : such that H l h s h , and let k be the number of different h - Ž . ble, so Corollary 2.13 implies that ⌫Ј is a precover of A, but n ⌫Ј -n ⌫ , which completes the inductive step. 
Ž . T HEOREM 3.4. Let G and H be residually torsion-free nilpotent groups and let g be an element of infinite order in G. Then any preco¨er of the group
Ž
. Proof. First, using the fact that G is residually torsion-free nilpotent , apply the construction described in Lemma 3.3 to embed any precover of A with finitely many vertices in an X *-saturated precover of A with finitely many vertices. Then apply Lemma 3.3.
Remark 3.5. Let g be an element of infinite order in a group G. If G is LERF then for any integer n there exists a finite index subgroup G of G n n i Proof. Any vertex¨of ⌫ has one of the two following types. Type 1. ⌫ is X *-saturated at¨.
Type 2.¨is Y-monochromatic.
The proof is by induction on the number of vertices¨of the second type. If no such vertices exist, then ⌫ is already X *-saturated. Assume that ⌫ has m Y-monochromatic vertices, and let¨be one of them. Let n be the Ž . ² :
the endpoints of paths labeled with h i which begin at¨. As explained in 0 Remark 3.5, there exists a finite index subgroup G of G such that We claim that the number N has the required properties. Indeed, otherwise there exists j ) N such that, without loss of generality, the degree of w qj in ⌫ is bigger than 1. As f is cyclically reduced, for all k 1 j such that j G k ) 0 and for all 1 F i F n the vertices w qk belong to p qj . reduced path joining w ql to w qj and let f be the label of the reduced 2 1 4 q j q Ž l q 1 . < < < < < < path joining w to w . Then f f ' f f ' f and f s f q f s 1 2 1 2 2 3 1 2 < < < < < < < < < < < < < < f q f , so f s f . Also f f ' f and f s f q f , so f and f f commute. As F is free, the only commuting elements in F are powers 2 < < < < < < of the same element, hence as f ' f f and f s f q f , f should be a 1 2 1 2
proper power contradicting the choice of f. Therefore N has the required properties, proving the lemma. Proof. We can write f s f f f y1 , where f is a cyclically reduced word. Step 1 Ž q j . Ž yj . monochromatic paths labeled with X such that p s p s w ,
Lab p s f , Lab p s f , for some j ) 0, and let q and q be Step 2. Let N be as in the first step of the construction. As H is LERF and ⌫ is a finite graph, Theorem 1.1 implies that for any Y-compo- Step 3. Remark 1.8 implies that each X-component of ⌫** can be embedded in a cover of F with the same set of vertices. Let ⌫Ј be the amalgam of ⌫** with all those covers given by the diagram similar to one in the second step of the construction. Then ⌫Ј is compatible and each monochromatic component of ⌫Ј is a cover, so Corollary 2.13 implies that ⌫Ј is a precover of A. As ⌫** and ⌫Ј have the same set of vertices, ⌫Ј is a precover of A with finitely many vertices, as required. Step 3. Remark 1.8 implies that each X-component of ⌫** can be embedded in a cover of F with the same set of vertices, and each Y-component of ⌫** can be embedded in a cover of H with the same set of vertices. Let ⌫Ј be the amalgam of ⌫** with all those covers given by the diagram similar to one in the second step of the proof of Lemma 4.3. As no foldings between the edges of those covers and the edges of ⌫** are possible, ⌫** is embedded in ⌫Ј. As ⌫Ј is compatible and each monochromatic component of ⌫Ј is a cover, Corollary 2.13 implies that ⌫Ј is a precover of A. As ⌫** and ⌫Ј have the same set of vertices, ⌫Ј is a precover of A with finitely many vertices, as required.
Ž
. T HEOREM 4.6 Theorem of Brunner, Burns, and Solitar . A free product w x of free groups amalgamated o¨er a cyclic subgroup is LERF B-B-S .
. Proof. As free groups are residually torsion-free nilpotent the result follows from Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 4.5.
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